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        Title:          Universal Banker II 
Position Description      Reports to: Retail Director   
        Status:  Full Time, Non-Exempt 
 
 
This position serves as the subject matter expert for the Retail Banking area. This position is primarily responsible 
for selling deposit accounts and consumer services; facilitating consumer loans; processing a variety of account 
transactions; maintaining service delivery channels; and ensuring that customers receive superior service with 
enthusiasm, accuracy and efficiency. 

 
Performance Dimensions 

 Expands existing/ obtains new relationships by engaging customers and prospects with our full range of 
consumer and business products and services 

 Facilitates consumer lending application, underwriting, and approval within signing authority levels 
 Establishes and executes all types of depository accounts, completing and gathering necessary 

documentation in accordance with regulatory and bank policy requirements 
 Identifies cross-sell opportunities and refers existing clients/ prospects to the appropriate department for 

follow up  
 Serves as digital banking expert, promoting usage and assisting clients with navigation of all digital banking 

platforms 
 Addresses customer concerns and resolves customer issues with confidence by providing resolutions that 

meet or exceed customer expectations or by escalating to direct supervisor when appropriate 
 Accurately and efficiently completes client requests via multiple channels  
 Provides consistently superior customer service taking ownership of the client experience by using a variety 

of communication channels to confidently engage clients and fulfill their expectations and needs  
 

Teamwork Dimensions 

 Demonstrates respect for co-workers, contributes to a positive work environment 
 Works collaboratively with the team, demonstrates flexibility  
 Provides training and mentoring as needed 
 Adheres to established bank policies and procedures to mitigate risk 
 Contributes to policy/procedure building 
 Demonstrates understanding of, and compliance with, governing regulations and laws 
 Maintains a neat and professional personal appearance and work area 
 Serves on bank committees as necessary 
 Represents the bank at community functions 

 

Required Skills and Experience 
 Minimum of 2 years of retail banking experience to include cash handling, customer service, supervisory 

and/or sales experience 
 Consumer lending experience including facilitating applications, underwriting and approvals  
 Expertise in the establishment of all depository accounts including HSA & IRA’s  
 Strong knowledge of deposit and consumer loan document prep, online account opening, and teller 

platforms  
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 In-depth knowledge and understanding of banking products, services, and technology  
 Demonstrated ability to multi-task and adapt to evolving work conditions 
 Excellent communication skills and outstanding attention to detail, high level of accuracy 
 Proficient with MS Office products and general office equipment 
 Minimum of a high school diploma  

 
 
Position Description 
This position has frequent contact with customers and the management team, occasional contact with outside 
vendors and regulators.  This position will have frequent access to confidential customer information and cash.  
This position reports to the Retail Director. 

Work Conditions 
Tasks are performed primarily in an office setting and require the ability to sit or stand for prolonged periods of 
time. Prolonged visual concentration at a computer monitor can be expected. Employee must be able to lift up to 
25 pounds on an occasional basis.  Travel to other bank locations is required. Full Time employees will generally 
work 38-40 hours each week.  
 
This description serves as an overview of the Universal Banker II position and is not intended to describe all tasks 
which the employee may be asked to perform.  Changes may be made to this description at any time at the 
discretion of the bank.  Reasonable accommodations may be made to assist qualified individuals in completing the 
essential functions of the position. 
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